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On Tutte Polynomials of Matroids Representable Over GF(q) 
FRANyOIS JAEGER 
Let M be a matroid representable over GF(q), and let t(M, x, y) denote its Tutte polynomial. We 
present a new interpretation of t(M, x, y) on the hyperbola (x - I)(y - I) = q2 in terms of a 
chain-group representation of M . This allows us, in particular, to generalize a result of Rosenstiehl 
and Read on t(M, - I, - I) for binary matroids M, and to give a new proof of the following result 
conjectured by Las Vergnas and previously obtained by Bouchet: for every binary matroid 
M, t(M, 3, 3) = kt(M, -I, -I) for some odd integer k . 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let C(J be a subspace of GF(q)E for some finite set E. Let M(C(J) be the matroid on E the 
circuits of which are the minimal supports of non-zero elements of C(J. Let t(M(C(J), x, y) be 
the Tutte polynomial of M(C(J). We shall present an expression for t(M(C(J) , x, y) on the 
hyperbola (x - I)(y - I) = I which is essentially a weight-generating function for the 
pairs (C, K), where C E C(J, K E C(J.1 have disjoint supports. For x = 0, y = I - q2 this 
expression yields a new formula for the number of pairs (C), C2 ) of elements of C(J such that 
S(C) u S(C2 ) = E, where S(C;) is the support of Ci (i = 1,2). For q = 2, this number 
is of special interest in relation to the Four Color problem, and we present a direct proof 
of the formula in this case. For x = y = I - q, we obtain a generalization of the following 
result of Rosenstiehl and Read: t(M(C(J), - I, - I) = (- 1)IEI( - 2)dim'C,,'CJ. when q = 2. 
Finally, for x = y = I + q the expression for t(M(C(J), x, y) takes a particularly simple 
form. For q = 2 this allows us to prove that for every binary matroid M, t(M, 3, 3) = 
kt(M, -I, -I) for some odd integer k (a conjecture by Las Vergnas, also proved by 
Bouchet) and to obtain an expression for k. 
In Section 2 we present the necessary definitions and two useful lemmas. In Section 3 we 
give a direct proof of our formula for the number of pairs (C), C2 ) of elements of CC such 
that S(C) u S(C2 ) = E for q = 2 (this was the initial motivation for the present work). 
Section 4 introduces the Tutte polynomial and presents our main result. Finally, Section 5 
is devoted to the above-mentioned consequences of this result. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
2.1. q-spaces. Let q ~ 2 be a prime power and let E be a finite set. The set of mappings 
from E to GF(q) is considered as a vector space over GF(q) in the usual way. We shall call 
q-space on E any subspace of this vector space. 
Let C(J be a q-space on E. To every element C ofC(J we associate its support, denoted by S(C), 
which is the set of elements e of E such that C(e) =f. O. We shall denote IS(C)I by s(C). 
Two mappings C and K from E to GF(q) are said to be orthogonal if l:eEEC(e)K(e) = O. 
The set of mappings orthogonal to all elements of the q-space C(J is also a q-space which we 
denote by C(J.1, and which is called the q-space on E orthogonal to C(J. The following lemma 
recalls some well known facts we shall need later. 
LEMMA 1. Let C(J, C(J), C(J2 be q-spaces on E. Then: 
(i) IC(JI = qdim'C; 
(ii) (C(J.1).1 = C(J; 
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(iii) dim C(j + dim C(j1- = lEI; 
(iv) (C(jl n C(j2)1- = C(j~ + C(jl. 
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2.2. Binary spaces. 2-spaces are usually called binary spaces. We shall identify each subset 
of the set E with its characteristic function (where 0, 1 are considered as the elements of 
GF(2». Thus each element of a binary space on E is identified with its support. The vector 
sum A + B is then the symmetric difference of the sets A and B. Moreover, A and Bare 
orthogonal iff IA n BI is even. A set will be said to be even (respectively, odd) if its 
cardinality is even (respectively, odd). A binary space will be said to be even if all its 
elements are even. 
For F ~ E, we denote by f1J>(F) the binary space on E formed by the subsets of F. Note 
that f1J>(F)1- = r!J>(E - F) and dim f1J>(F) = I Fl. 
The theory of graphs provides classical examples of binary spaces. Let G = (V, E) be a 
finite graph (loops and parallel edges are allowed). For every subset Wof V, let w(W) be 
the set of edges of G with one end in Wand one end in V - W. Then {w(W)IW ~ V} is 
a binary space on E which is called the cocycle space of G. The orthogonal binary space is 
called the cycle space of G. 
We shall need the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Let C(jl, C(j2 be two binary spaces on E and let F be a subset of E. The number 
of pairs (C1, C2) with Ci E C(ji (i = 1, 2) such that F = C1 + C2 is equal to I C(jl n C(j21 ifF is 
orthogonal to all elements ofC(j~ n C(ji, and zero otherwise. 
PROOF. There exists a pair (C1, C2) with Ci E C(ji (i = 1, 2) such that F = C1 + C2 
iff F belongs to C(jl + C(j2, which is equal to (C(j~ n C(ji)1- by Lemma 1. If this is the case, let 
(C?, Cn be such a pair. Then it is easy to see that the set of such pairs is equal to 
{(C? + X, cg + X), X E C(jl n C(j2}' D 
3. ON THE NUMBER OF NOWHERE-ZERO 4-FLOWS OF A BINARY SPACE 
3.1. Introduction. Let C(j be a binary space on E. We shall call nowhere-zero 4-flow of 
C(j a pair (C, C') of elements of C(j such that C u C' = E. This terminology is inspired by 
the case of graphs. If C(j is the cycle space of a graph G = (V, E), the nowhere-zero 4-flows 
of C(j can be identified with the nowhere-zero flows of G with values in the additive group 
7l.2 x 7l.2 (see [5] for a definition). In particular, when G is a cubic graph, nowhere-zero 
4-flows of C(j are identified with edge-3-colorings of G. The dual case is also especially 
interesting: if % is the cocycle space of a graph G = (V, E), the nowhere-zero 4-flows of 
% are in one-to-one correspondence with the vertex-4-colorings of G for which we specify 
the color of one vertex in each connected component. Thus the Four Color Theorem is 
equivalent to each of the following dual statements: the cycle (respectively, cocycle) space 
of every bridge1ess (respectively, loopless) planar graph has a nowhere-zero 4-flow. A 
stronger statement is conjectured by Tutte in [11]; see [10] for a recent study of this problem. 
3.2. A simple formula. The study of a paper by Penrose on edge-3-colorings of cubic plane 
graphs (see [6], [8]) has led us to the following formula, which was the starting point of the 
present work: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C(j be a binary space on E and let % = C(j1-. The number of nowhere-
zero 4-flows of C(j is equal to: 
(1/1 % I) L (- 1)IKI21C1. 
KE:K,CE'(i. 
K,-,C=0 
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PROOF. We denote the number of nowhere-zero 4-flows of CC by f(CC). Let C be a given 
element of CC. The number of elements C' of CC such tha t C u C' = E is equal to the 
number of pairs (C', X) with C' E CC, X E .0/'( C) such that C' + X = E. By Lemma 2, this 
number is equal to ICC n &(C)I if CC.l n ,qll(C).l is an even space, and zero otherwise. It 
follows that: 
(i) f(CC) = L 2dim '6'I"19'(C). 
CE'Il. 
f 1"1 9'(E - C ) even 
It is easy to check that, for any two spaces d and f!J on E: 
dim d n Pi = dim d.l n Pi.l + dim Pi - dim d.l . 
Using this equality with d = CC and Pi = .o/'(C), (i) may be written: 
f(CC) = (1/1%1) L 21 C1 2dim f l"19'(E - C). 
CE'Il. 
f n9'(E-C)even 
Now we observe that L . (- 1)IKI is equal to 2dimf l"19'(E - C) if % n .o/'(E - C) is K Ef 1"19'(E-C) 
even, and zero otherwise (because in this case the set of even elements of the space is a 
hyperplane and thus contains half of the elements). 
It follows that: 
f(CC) = (1 /1%1) L 21C1 L (_I)IKI 
CE'Il K Efl"19'(E - C) 
and the proof is complete. D 
REMARKS. (i) f(CC) can be interpreted as the average over elements K of % of the 
quantity (- 1)IKI LcE 'Il.KnC=0 21 C1. 
(ii) ' if % is even, E E CC and hence CC has a nowhere-zero 4-flow. Note that in this case all 
ter'ms of the formula for f( CC) are positive. 
(iii) If {e} E % for some e in E, CC has no nowhere-zero 4-flow since e "# UCE'Il C (if CC is the 
cycle space of a graph G, this means that e is a bridge of G). Then for K E % , C E CC, 
K n C = 0 , the contributions of the two pairs (C, K) and (C, K + {en to the formula 
for f(CC) mutually cancel. 
We now present a generalization of Proposition 1 in terms of Tutte polynomials. 
4. MATROIDS REPRESENTABLE OVER GF(q) AND THEIR TUTTE POLYNOMIALS 
4.1 . Matroids and q-spaces. We first recall some classical results from matroid theory. 
They can be found in [13], together with the necessary definitions. 
Let C(j be a q-space on E. Let S(CC) denote the set of supports of elements ofCC. The elements 
of S(CC) - {0} which are minimal by inclusion form the circuits of a matroid on E which 
we denote by M(CC). Then M(CC) and M(CC.l) are dual matroids. A matroid is said to be 
representable over GF(q) if it is of the form M(CC) for some q-space CC. 
4.2. The Tutte polynomial of a matroid. Let M be a matroid on E with rank-function r. 
The Tutte polynomial of M (first introduced for graphic matroids in [12] and then for 
matroids in [3] and [2]) is the polynomial t(M, x, y) in two variables x, y defined by: 
t(M, x, y ) = L (x - 1)r(E)- r(F) ( y _ 1)IFI - r(F ). 
F" E 
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This polynomial satisfies the following properties which allow its computation by a simple 
recursive procedure: 
(i) If lEI = I: if the unique element of E is a co loop of M, t(M, x, y) = x; if it is a loop 
of M, t(M, x, y) = y. 
(ii) If the element e of Eis neither a loop nor a coloop of M, t(M, x, y) = t(M - e, x, y) + 
t(M. e, x, y), where M - e (respectively, M. e) denotes the matroid obtained from M by 
the deletion (respectively, contraction) of e. 
(iii) If M is the direct sum of the matroids Ml and M 2, t(M, x, y) = t(M], x, y)t(M2' x, y). 
4.3. Some known results on the Tutte polynomial. The following result (see [2], Theorem 
9.5) is fundamental for the study of the critical problem. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let C{] be a q-space on E and k be a positive integer. The number of 
k-tuples (Cl , ... , Ck ) with Ci E C{](i = 1, ... , k) such that Ui=I" ... kS(Ci) = E is equal to 
(- l)rlim'C t(M(C{]) , 0, 1 _ qk). 
It follows in particular that the number of nowhere-zero 4-flows of a binary space C{] is 
equal to ( - 1 )rlim'C t(M(C{]), 0, - 3). 
Another result which will be of interest here is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let C{] be a binary space on E. Then: 
t(M(C{]), -1, -1) = (_1)IEI(_2)rlim'Cn'C.L. 
This is proved in [9] (Theorem 9.1) for cycle spaces of graphs and, clearly, the same proof 
works for general binary spaces. 
4.4. A new evaluation of the Tutte polynomial. We are now ready to present our main 
result. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let C{] be a q-space on E, and let a, b be non-zero numbers such 
that a + b = 1. Then t(M(C{]) , (1 + (q - l)b)/a, (1 + (q - l)a)/b) = (1/adim'C.Lbdim'~) 
L d(C) bs(K) CE'C.KE'C.L.S(C)n S(K)=0 . 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on I EI, using properties (i), (ii), (iii) of the Tutte 
polynomial given in Section 4.2. We denote (1/adim'C.Lbdim'C)LcE'C.KE'C.L,S(C)nS(K)=0as!.C)bS(K) by 
P(c{], a, b). 
Case 1: lEI = 1. Subcase 1.1: The unique element of E is a coloop of M(c{]). Hence 
dim C{] = 0 and dim C{]-L = 1. C{] is reduced to the zero mapping, and C{]-L consists of 
the zero mapping together with q - 1 mappings whose support is E. It follows that 
P(c{], a, b) = (1 + (q - I)b)/a. Then, by property (i) of the Tutte polynomial, t(M(C{]) , 
(1 + (q - I)b)/a, (1 + (q - l)a)/b) = (1 + (q - l)b)/a = P(c{], a, b), as required. 
Subcase 1.2: dim C{] = 1. The result follows by duality from Subcase 1.1, since it is 
invariant under the simultaneous exchange of C{], C{]-L and a, b. 
Case 2: There exists an element e of E which is neither a loop nor a coloop of M(c{]). We 
consider the q-spaces C{] - e and C{]. e on E - {e}, defined as follows: C{] - e = 
{C E C{]/C(e) = O}, C{] • e = {C. e/C E C{]}, where C. e denotes the restriction of the map-
ping C to E - {e}. C{]-L - e and C{]-L • e are defined similarly. 
It is easy to check that C{] - e and C{]-L • e are orthogonal q-spaces on E - {e}. Similarly, 
C{] • e and C{]-L - e are orthogonal q-spaces on E - {e}. Moreover, dim (C{] - e) = 
dim C{] - 1 (the codimension of C{] - e in C{] is one since e is not a coloop of M(c{]». 
Similarly, dim(C{]-L - e) = dim C{]-L - 1. Then by Lemma l(iii), dim(C{] . e) = dim C{] and 
dim(C{]-L . e) = dim C{]-L. Finally, it is clear that M(c{] - e) = M(c{]) - e and 
M(c{] • e) = M(c{]). e. 
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It then follows from our induction hypothesis that: 
t(M(C6') - e, (I + (q - I)b)/ a, (1 + (q - I)a) / b) P(C6' - e, a, b), 
t(M(C6'). e, (I + (q - I)b)/a, (1 + (q - I)a) / b) = P(C6'. e, a, b). 
Now, by property (ii) of the Tutte polynomial, all we have to prove is that P(C6', a, b) = 
P(C6' - e, a, b) + P(C6'. e, a, b) . Multiplying both sides by adim 't' .L bdim't' and using the 
properties noted above, this becomes: 
L d (C) b s(K) b L as<C) b s( K) + a L as<C) b s(K). 
CE't',KE 't'.L , 
S(C)nS(K)~0 
CE't' - e,KE 't'J.. e, CE't'.e,K E't'J. - e, 
S(C)nS(K)~ 0 S(C) nS(K) ~ 0 
We now observe that for K E C6'.l . e there exists a unique element K ' of C6'.l such that 
K = K' • e. This is because if K'. e = K" . e for distinct elements K', K" of C6'.l then 
S(K' - K") = {e} and e would be a coloop of M(C6') , a contradiction. Moreover, for 
C E C6' - e and K' E C6'.l, S(C) n S(K' • e) = 0 iff S(C) n S(K') = 0. Hence: 
L d(C)bs(K) L d (C ) bs(K.e) 
CE'If~ e.K E't'J. .e. CE't' - e. KE't'l. 
S(C)nS(K)~0 S(C)nS(K )=0 
and, similarly: 
L as<C) b s( K) L as<c.e) b s(K). 
CE't'.e .KE'If .L - e. CE'li'.KE'lf J. - e. 
S(C)nS(K ) = 0 S(C )nS(K)=0 
Thus it is enough to prove that: 
L as(C)bs(K) L d(C) bs(K. e)+ ' + L d(C.e)+' bs(K). 
CE't'.KE'flJ.. CErt - e~Kerc.l. CE'li .KE'Ii .L - e. 
S(C)nS(K)~0 S(C)n S(K)~0 S(C) nS(K) = 0 
Consider a pair (C, K) with C E C6', K E C6'.l, S(C) n S(K) = 0 . Its contribution to the 
lef~·hand side of the above equation is d (C)bs(K). We now show that its contribution to the 
right-hand side is the same. We must consider three different cases: 
(i) C(e) = 0, K(e) ~ O. Then C E C6' - e and K rt C6'.l - e. The contribution of the pair 
(C, K) is as<C) b s(K.e)+' = as<C) b s(K) . 
(ii) C(e) ~ 0, K(e) = 0. Then Crt C6' - e and K E C6'.l - e. The contribution of the pair 
(C, K) is as<C.e)+' bs(K) = as<C) b s(K) . 
(iii) C(e) = 0, K(e) = O. Then C E C6' - e and K E C6'.l - e. The contribution of the pair 
(C, K) is as<C)bs(K.e)+' + d {C.e)+'bs(K) = (b + a)as<C)bs(K ). 
Since by hypothesis a + b = I , the proof of Case 2 is complete. 
Case 3: There exists a non-trivial partition {E" E2 } of E and matroids M , on E" M2 on 
E2 of which M(C6') is a direct sum. Let C6'j be the q-space on Ej formed by the elements C of 
C6' such that S(C) ~ Ej (i = I, 2). Then M j = M(C6'j )(i = I , 2). Moreover, since C6' is 
generated by the elements of C6' the supports of which are circuits of M(C6'), C6' is a direct sum 
of C6', and C6'2' Let us denote by C6'j.l the q-space on Ej orthogonal to C6'j (i = 1, 2). Then C6'.l 
is the direct sum of C6' f and C6'i . 
It then follows from our induction hypothesis that: 
t(Mj' (I + (q - I)b)/ a , (I + (q - I)a)/b) = P(C6'j, a, b)(i = 1,2). 
It is easy to check that P(C6', a , b) = &'(C6'" a, b) P(C6'2' a , b ) . The result for Case 3 now 
follows directly from property (iii) of the Tutte polynomial. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 0 
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5. CONSEQUENCES 
5.1. Generalities. Proposition 4 gives a combinatorial interpretation of t(M, x, y) when-
ever M is a matroid representable over GF(q) and there exist non-zero numbers a, b such 
that a + b = 1 and: 
(1) x = (l + (q - l)b)/a, y = (l + (q - l)a)/b. 
(l) is equivalent to: 
(2) xa - (q - l)b = 1, yb - (q - l)a = 1. 
The determinant of this linear system of equations with unknowns a, b is equal to 
xy - (q - 1)2. 
If xy i= (q - 1)2 the unique solution is a = (y + q - 1)/(xy - (q - I?), b = 
(x + q - 1)/(xy - (q - 1)2). Then the conditions a i= 0, b i= 0, a + b = I become 
x i= 1 - q,y i= 1 - q, x + y + 2(q - 1) = xy - (q - If. The last condition can be 
rewritten as (x - 1)( y - 1) = q2. 
If xy = (q - I? the system (2) has a solution in a, b only if x = y = 1 - q. But then 
all solutions are such that a + b = 1/(l - q) i= 1. 
We conclude that for a matroid M representable over GF(q) , Proposition 4 gives a 
combinatorial interpretation of t(M, x, y) whenever (x - I)(y - I) = l, x i= 1 - q, 
y i= 1 - q, xy i= (q - 1)2. Given the first condition (x - 1)( y - I) = l which defines 
a hyperbola in the (x, y) plane, the three other conditions reduce to the fact that the point 
(x, y) is different from (1 - q, 1 - q). 
Thus we may reformulate Proposition 4 as follows: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let M be a matroid representable over GF(q) and let x, y be numbers such 
that (x - I)(y - I) = q2 and (x, y) i= (1 - q, 1 - q). Then 
t(M, x, y) = 2: «y + q - I)/(xy _ (q - 1)2)y(Cl-dim'6J. 
CE'6.KE'6J., 
S(ClnS(Kl~0 
X «x + q - I)/(xy _ (q - 1)2)y(Kl-dim" 
for any q-space (fj such that M = M«(fj), 
We now use a limit argument to deal with the case x = y = 1 - q, 
5,2. An interpretation of t(M, 1 - q, 1 - q). As before, we consider a q-space (fj on E. 
Let a be a number different from ° and 1, and let b = 1 - a, By Proposition 4: 
t(M«(fj), (1 + (q - 1)(1 - a»/a, (1 + (q - l)a)/(1 - a» 
L a'(Cl-dim"J. (1 - ay(Kl-dim" 
CE",KE'6J., 
S(ClnS(Kl~0 
2: a'(C)+s(KHEI«(1 - a)/ay(Kl-dim'6, 
ce •. KE'tJ., 
S(ClnS(Kl=0 
For a ~ + 00, the left-hand side has limit t(M«(fj), 1 - q, 1 - q), As for the right-hand 
side, the term a'(Cl+s(KHEI «1 - a)/ay(Kl-dim'O has limit ( _1)S(Kl-dim'O if s( C) + s(K) = 1 EI, 
and zero otherwise. Thus we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let M be a matroid representable over GF(q), Then 
t(M, 1 - q, 1 - q) 2: ( - 1)s(Kl-dim'li 
CE'li,KE'OJ., 
S(Cl+S(Kl~E 
for any q-space (fj such that M = M«(fj). 
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REMARK. s(K) - dim ~ can be replaced by s( C) - dim ~J. in the above expression for 
t(M, I - q, 1 - q). 
We now show that Proposition 6 generalizes Proposition 3. Indeed, for q = 2, Pro-
position 6 yields, for any binary space ~ on E: 
(1) t(M(~), - I, - 1) = L (- 1)IKI-dim'6 . 
Ce '6,Ke '6J., 
C+K=E 
By a result of De Fraysseix ([4], Theorem III.2.4), for every pair (C, K) such that C E ~, 
K E ~J., C + K = E, we have dim ~ n ~J. == dim ~J. + IKI (mod 2), Hence (I) can be 
written: 
t(M(~), - I, -I) = L (- l)dim '6n'6L dim 'lf-dim'(iJ. 
Ce'6',Ke '(iJ..C+K=E 
or 
(2) t(M(~), - I, -I) = (_1)IEI (_l)dim'6n'6J. 1{(c, K)/C E ~, K E ~J., C + K = E} I. 
Since E is orthogonal to every element of ~ n ~J., Lemma 2 yields: 
and Proposition 3 follows. 
5.3. Nowhere-zero q2-flows. Let ~ be a q-space on E. By analogy with the binary case, we 
shall call nowhere-zero q2-flow of ~ a pair (C1, C2)( Cj E ~, i = I, 2) such that S( C1) U 
S(C2 ) = E. 
PROPOSITION 7. The number of nowhere-zero q2-flows of the q-space ~ is equal to 
Ce'6.Ke 'ti. 
S(C)nS(K)= 0 
PROOF. By Proposition 2, the number of nowhere-zero q2-flows of ~ is equal to 
(- I)dim 't' t(M(~), 0, 1 - q2). We then apply Proposition 5 to M(~) with x = 0, 
y = I - l. This gives 
t(M(~), 0, 1 - l) = L (q/(q - l)y(c)-dim'6J. (1/(1 _ q)y(K) - dim '6 
Ce '6,Ke '6J., 
S(C) n S(K) = 0 
and the result follows immediately. 
REMARK. Proposition 7 for q = 2 is exactly Proposition I. 
D 
5.4. On a conjecture of Las Vergnas. We first present an interesting interpretation of 
t(M, q + I, q + I) for a matroid M representable over GF(q). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let M be a matroid representable over GF(q). Then 
t(M, q + I, q + 1) 2IE1 - s(C )-s(K) 
Ce'6 .Ke'li J. . 
S(Cj n S(K)= 0 
for any q-space ~ such that M = M(~). 
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PROOF. We apply Proposition 5 to M for x = y = q + 1. In this case xy - (q - 1)2 
4q and we obtain: 
t(M, q + 1, q + 1) L (l/2y(C)-dim'6\1/2y(K)-dim'6 
CE'6,Ke'6'-. 
S(C)nS(K)~0 
The result follows immediately. D 
In the binary case we can obtain a more precise result. Let rt) be a binary space on E and 
let F be a subset of E. If there exists a pair (C, K) with C E rtf, K E rt}L, C (l K = 0 such 
that C + K = F, we call (C, K) a good pair for F, and F is said to be correct. Note that 
(C, K) is a good pair for F iff C E rt} (l ;JJ(F), K E rt}L (l ~(F) and C + K = F. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let M be a binary matroid. Then, for any binary space rt) such that 
M = M(rt}) t(M 3 3) = klrt} (l rt}LI where k = ~ 2 dim('6+'6'-)n9(E-F) is an odd 
, " , Ff; E,Fcorrect 
integer. 
PROOF. By Proposition 8, t(M, 3, 3) = ~CE'6,KE'6'-.Cn K~02IEHC+KI. Let F s; E be 
correct. It follows from Lemma 2 that the number of good pairs for F is equal to 
1 rt} (l rt}L (l ~(F) I. Hence: 
t(M, 3, 3) L Irt} (l rt}L (l ;JJ(F)12IEHFI 
F ~ E,Fcorrect 
L 2dim'6n'6'-n9(F)2IEHFI. 
F ~ E.F correct 
Now dim rt) (l rt}L (l ;JJ(F) = dim rt} (l rt}L + dim ~(F) - dim«rt) (l rt}L) + ;JJ(F». It 
follows that: 
t(M, 3, 3) 
where 
L 2 dim '6n'6'-+IEI-dim«'6n'6'-)+9(F)) 
F ~ E.Fcorrect 
2 dim '6n'6'- L 2IEI-dim«'6n'6'-)+9(F)) 
F ~ E,F correct 
k L 2 dim('6+'6'-)n9(E-F) 
F c;;. E,Fcorrect 
since «rt) (l rt}L) + ~(FW = (rt) + rt}L) (l ~(E - F). 
Clearly, k is an integer. Moreover, E is correct (see the end of Section 5.2) and the 
corresponding term in the summation defining k is equal to one. Finally, the other terms 
of this summation are even. Indeed, if F i= E is correct, F and E both belong to rt} + rt}L 
and hence F + E is a non-zero element of (rt) + rt}L) (l ~(E - F). Thus k is odd. D 
Proposition 9 proves a conjecture of Las Vergnas [7]. Another proof of this conjecture 
was previously obtained by Bouchet [1] in the wider context of isotropic systems. 
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